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Christopher Sclater Millard, whose authoritative bibliography of Wilde's oeuvre appeared just 1 before World War I-observed that forgeries "sufficiently skillful to deceive any one except 2 experts" were circulating among auction houses such as Sotheby's, which promptly rejected 3 many of them.
For years "The Decay of Lying" held a somewhat unusual position in debates about the 5 provenance of Wilde's manuscripts, in part because it remained difficult to determine how the 6 drafts of the essay came into circulation after the fraught events that ensued when the police 7 arrested Wilde at the Cadogan Hotel, London, during the early evening of Friday, 5 April 1895. 8
The police had a warrant that charged Wilde with committing acts of gross indecency with other 9 men. It is remarkable that Ross was able to gather up many of the manuscripts that he discovered 10 at Wilde's home at the time the Crown decided to prosecute the author for violating the eleventh 11 clause of the Criminal Law Amendment Act 1885, which criminalized sexual relations between 12 men in both public and private spaces. On the evening before Ross left for the Continent, not 13 long after Wilde's arrest, fearful that he (like Wilde) might be taken to court for his 14 homosexuality, he visited Wilde's family home in Tite Street, Chelsea, with instructions from his 15 friend to find the manuscripts of several unpublished works. Once he and a companion entered 16
Wilde's study, they were not able to locate the materials Wilde requested but witnessed instead 17 "all of the published MSS . . . lying about in various fragmentary states."
10 To Ross, one thing 18 was clear: "someone familiar with the author's writing had been there before us." 11 The 19 unspecified "someone" had doubtless invaded the Tite Street home in search of incriminating 20 evidence that would strengthen the charge that Wilde had indulged in sexual acts with other men. 21
The need to rescue Wilde's papers and letters was urgent for another reason as well: two weeks 22 later, all of Wilde's household goods were to go up for auction. Besides Wilde's papers, his 23 remembers Wilde as saying, "I took out a comma, and this afternoon-I put it in again." 16 ) As 5
Guy points out, these folios indicate that in its formative stages Wilde had not conceived of "The 6
Decay of Lying" as a critical dialogue between his two protagonists Vivian and Cyril, names 7 shared by Wilde's two young sons. Instead, the Berg folios suggest that Wilde's essay-which 8 he originally titled "On the Decay of Lying"-took a conventional form. 9
The Akron fair-copy manuscript shows how the shift to a dialogic method enabled Wilde 10 to make a decisive advance on his acknowledged precursors Matthew Arnold and Walter Pater. 11
His decision to introduce dialogue allowed him both to anticipate and give voice to the 12 objections that readers might make to several of the bolder, unorthodox arguments that Vivian 13 elaborates at length. These claims at times provoke Cyril's bemusement or downright Exactly how the twenty manuscript pages labeled as "The Decay of Lying" came into the 28 possession of Richard Le Gallienne remains unclear, but they evidently held a special place in 29 7 his collection.
18 Nevertheless, when in 1902 Le Gallienne-according to his biographers-1 became "desperately short of money" he tried to sell "a prized manuscript of Oscar Wilde's 2 which he had decided to sacrifice from his library," though he was unable to find a buyer. 19 Just 3 three years later, when he faced "an outstandingly large American debt," Le Gallienne put the 4 bulk of his remarkable library, including the twenty folios of Wilde's "Decay of Lying," on the 5 auction block. Each volume bore Le Gallienne's bookplate (see figure 1) , and the poet composed 6 a verse for the occasion, which appeared at the opening of the catalogue: these lines, according to 7 the Literary Collector, constituted a "poetic epistle to prospective buyers. While the description of the essay might be on point, terming the twenty-folio lot the "Original 3 MS." is rather fanciful, and the caveat that the document is "apparently not quite perfect" 4 understates its fragmentary nature. 5
Such careful marketing made Wilde the central attraction of the sale. According to one 6 report, "What the bidders wanted was Oscar Wilde." 22 The result seems to have been something 7 of a surprise, less than five years after Wilde's untimely demise in penury at Paris, as press 8 accounts suggest that the high prices garnered by Wilde's texts-the sale included some sixteen 9 works either written by or owned by Wilde-were unexpected. "Remarkably high prices for 10 autograph manuscripts of Oscar Wilde were the most interesting feature of the third and last 11 day's sale of the library of Richard Le Gallienne," the New York Times observed. 23 Other sources 12 agreed that Wilde's works were the highlight of the auction.
24 His two-volume Oxford edition of 13
Herodotus, "interleaved to 8vo size, and containing many Notes, Passages translated, etc., in the 14 handwriting of Oscar Wilde," fetched $1,320, the highest price of the auction, although that 15 figure proves to be somewhat misleading. 28 Smith later published a catalogue of "a 7 collection of original manuscripts and first editions" from Le Gallienne's library, although the 8 "Decay" manuscript was not among the articles listed; we have been unable to locate the 9 transaction that brought Le Gallienne's "Decay" folios to their next owner. 29 What is certain, 10 however, is that the manuscript eventually landed in the collection of W. T. H. Howe, collector 11 and president of the American Book Company. In September 1940, Dr. Albert A. Berg 12 purchased Howe's extraordinary collection of over 16,000 books and manuscripts, a collection 13 that would later form part of Berg's bequest to the New York Public Library. 30 The interior cover 14 of the bound manuscript contains bookplates of both Le Gallienne and Howe. 15
Although it is bound, the leaves of this manuscript clearly derive from multiple drafts of 16 "The Decay of Lying." In eighteen of the pages, the contents are not presented as a dialogue, 17 The Provenance of Wilde's "Decay of Lying" 10 while only two of the leaves attribute dialogue to "Cyril" and "Vivian." Guy, in the introduction 1 to her edition of Wilde's Criticism, offers a comprehensive discussion of the Berg manuscript, in 2 which she makes a compelling argument for a stemma of the folios. As she points out, it is 3 difficult to know how these sheets-which "may represent as many as three, and possibly four 4 different stages of composition"-came to be bound together.
31 Nevertheless, the Berg 5 manuscript casts into relief Wilde's wholesale revision of "The Decay of Lying" that 6 transformed it into the vibrant critical dialogue that we find in the fair copy housed at Akron. In light of the pride of place that Richardson accorded the manuscript and the value given to 5 his association with Wilde, the circumstances of his decision to offer the work at auction remain 6 unclear.
36 After leaving his collection, the manuscript's route to Akron was circuitous. In 1910, 7 the manuscript was included in a Sotheby, Wilkinson, and Hodge's sale of "books and 8 manuscripts," where, according to Book Prices, the London bookseller J. Hornstein purchased it 9 for £111, or approximately $540.
37 At this stage, the work was described as "the Original 10 Switzerland-based collector of British manuscripts with a particular passion for Dickens. 46 He 2 maintained a lively correspondence with Rosenbach, and the firm routinely offered him 3 Dickens's works. The good humor that underscored the relationship was called on in 1933, when 4
Wilde's "Decay of Lying" manuscript appeared in the Rosenbach catalogue for sale at $3,400.
5
Including price information seems to have been a rare move for Rosenbach, whose firm-as the 6
New York Times observed-was regarded "with a little awe, as being something too immaculate 7 and refined to descend to the vulgar level of mentioning money."
48 Suzannet did not fail to 8 notice the prices when Rosenbach sent him a copy of the catalogue, as he wrote to the company's 9 salesman Harry Hymes that it presented "a feast spread out for hungry (but poor) men, who can 10 only enjoy these good things through a plate-glass window!"
49 Suzannet asked to purchase a few 11
items by Kipling at a discount before noting "that 338 [Wilde's "Decay of Lying" manuscript] is 12 priced $3400. As I had the pleasure of purchasing this same ms. from you three years ago for 13 sales figure of $525, though they noted correctly that the manuscript was purchased by the Rosenbach 
